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03 MAR 2023
Date:

To.
ON THE WEBSITEOF DBSKKV,DAPOLI

Subject:- SupplyofQuotationsforcircular tanksof
10t'capacity...

sir.
This College intends to purchase circular tanks as stated below:

Sr.No. Particulars Unit Quantity|
Number TwoCircular tanks with capacity of 10 m° to be installed near Wet laboratory,

College ofFisheries. Shirgaon, Ratnagiri:

Cylindrical PVC double coated UV stable Tarpaulin: Diameter-4 metre,

Height 1.45 metre, Thickness 750GSM, Colour -blue/green/grey:

Protection cover: HDPE Tarpaulin, Length: 13.41 m, Height: 1.45 metre,

Thickness 200 GSM, Colour yellow;

Support frame: Frame with circumference of 12.56 m,made up of three
(oneat top, middle and bottom offrame) circular rod of6mm thickness to

whichMS weld mesh of 3.8 mm thickness and 4"x 4"square mesh is to be

welded. Length ofMS mesh 13.0 metre. Height
- 1.2 metre: The frame

supported with a wall of brick (two layers.approximately 8-10 inch) or of

laterite stone (single layer) masonrywork from outside bottom:

Bottom and its slope: Clean. plain and compacted bottom. A slope given to

the bottom from periphery to centre keeping at least a slope ratio of0.15:

2.0(V:H)

tanks

You are requested to quote your competitive rates. item- wise for the purchase in detail, as per the below

mentioned terms and conditions:

I. Quotation should be sent in a Pasted Envelope superscribing "Quotationsforcircular tanksof 10m
capacity

-RGSTC Biofloc" by post.

2. The quotation should clearly state the Basic price, applicable taxes and other charges such as

Packing. transportation etc. separately.

Terms and conditions regarding payment, delivery and installation should be mentioned clearly.3.

However, the delivery of
the material should be sent to College of Fisheries, Ratnagiri and your

payment will be made against the installation and completion. Please note that any Bank formalities will

not be accepted.

The delivery should be FOR Destination. Installation of tanks should bedone at College of

Fisheries, Shirgaon,Ratnagiri.
5. The undersigned reserves the

right
to reject any or all quotations without giving any reason thereof..

6. Quotation completein above details should be sent to:

The Associate Dean, College of Fisheries, Shirgaon,Ratnagiri, Pin:415 629, Maharashtra."

ON OR BEFORE:
1 7 MAR 2073

Yours
Faithfully.

Associt Dean,

CollegeofFisheries,

Ratnagiri


